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Hi, I’m Sparky the Energy Squirrel.
I’m here to help you learn how to

Save Energy!
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Our homes use a lot 
 of energy.

some of it comes from 
fuel burned at power plants.
but energy can also come from
the sun, the wind, and water.

it takes energy 
to run the television,
the dishwasher,
and even a light bulb.

everyone in our
 home uses energy,
  every day!
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since everyone uses energy,
    everyone can help save energy, too!

You can start saving
 At Your Front Door.

Keep it closed to keep the air in!
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Start by encouraging your family to switch
to better light bulbs.

These better light 
bulbs are called
compact
flourescent
bulbs.

They have a different  
shape. Can you find  
the six in this picture?
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You can also save energy by turning off
the TV when you aren’t watching it....

...and turning off the lights when 
you leave a room.
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In the summer,
keep the drapes

CLOSED
during the day.

In the winter,

OPEN
the drapes to
let the sun in.

In the summer... use a fan to cool off
instead of the air
conditioner.

In the winter, wear sweaters to keep warm
instead of turning up the heater. 
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Can you match up the Energy Saving 
activity to the right season?

Winter / Summer 

Saving water also saves Energy.

 Turn on  the faucet only when you need to.
When you are brushing your teeth,

Don’t leave it running!
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You can also help your parents look for leaky faucets, 
which waste water and energy. Can you find the leaky faucets?

Your fridge uses a lot of energy.

Think about
what foods
you want
before you
open the door.
 That keeps cool air in!

connect the dots! SAMPLE



computers need energy to work.

when you’re done with them,
turn them off to save energy.

There are many ways to save!

Can you circle all of the things you should
do to save Energy when you leave a room?

Answers:
Turn off computer
Turn off TV
Close Door
Turn off lights
CLose Shades in Summer.
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You can even save energy while doing chores!

Help your parents load the dishwasher

instead of doing dishes by hand - 

it uses a lot less water!

See if you can draw
all the dishes that
are in the sink, in the
dishwasher instead!

Safety is important when you’re saving energy.

Always ask a parent for help!
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Cars use a lot of energy.

Ask your parents if you 
can walk or ride bikes, instead!

Can you get SParky through the maze 
and to the Library?

Recycling helps save energy, too.

Help your family get in the habit of recycling!
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There are ten energy-saving differences between these two homes.

Can you find all of them?
Which home is saving the most energy?
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There are lots of rewards to saving energy.
Saving energy helps us save money, too.

That means our family can spend money on other things...

Like Ice Cream!
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This activity book is about the

adventures of sparky,
the energy saving 

squirrel
as he helps young children learn 
about everyday practical ways 

they can help save energy.
it includes tips and puzzle games 

as well as pictures to color 
and above all it teaches kids

that saving energy can 
also help save money!

this book is published by
project energy savers, llc.

for information about 
project energy savers, go to

www.projectenergysavers.com

© 2010 by project energy savers, 
all rights reserved. 
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